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fee
terminated

MPIRG

•

The Student Senate voted
at their meeting of October 16
to terminate the MPIRG fee
at WSC. After allowing
MPIRG four weeks to reorganize and explain themselves
according to the terms of the
Sept. 18 proposal (which
asked them to justify their
existance at WSC), two resolutions were presented to the
Senate by President Bill
Marx.
One proposal stated that
MPIRG had satisfied the
conditions of the Sept. 18
proposal and that the Senate
endorsed and encouraged
student involvement in
MPIRG. The second and
contrary proposal stated that
MPIRG had not satisfied
conditions, had not shown
student interest, and consequently couldn't carry out any
meaningful projects. The second resolution would terminate the MPIRG fee.
Vice President Deb Peters
stated that the normal refund
policy was not applicable in
this case as MPIRG was at

is

ponent the right to put the
referendum and is the process
for elections regarding the
fault by not properly inform- termination of the MPIRG fee
A meeting to determine the
ing students of the refuseable specified in State College legality of keggars was held
and refundable fee, and that Board Operating Policy Oct. 17, at WSC. Present at
the burden was being placed (SCBOP)#11; Be it resolved the meeting were Edward
on the student. She also that the WSC Student Senate Rostrater, Minn. Liquor Conpointed out that there are no hereby terminates the trol commission, Robert Carprojects underway, only un- MPIRG fee at WSC.
stenbrock, Chief of Police,
der suggestion, and that she
Lorri Hurst, local organizer Helmer Wyman, County Shedoes not feel enough students for MPIRG stated, "Four very riff, and Jule Gernes, County
are committed to MPIRG. strong student-oriented pro- Attorney. Students from
Following this explanation, jects were proposed along WSC, St. Mary's, St. Teresa's
Peters moved the second with a good basic organization, and their respective deans
resolution which is as follows: structure program. I don't were also present.
Whereas MPIRG has not feel we were given enough
"We're here,
stated
shown to the satisfaction of time by the Senate to totally
the WSC Student Senate that perform reorganization pro- Gernes, "to try to explain to
there is a commitment from cedures, begin projects and those of you who don't know
the law, what the law is, and
WSC students to MPIRG and conduct refunding."
The four proposed projects for those of you who know the
consequently MPIRG will not
be able to carry out any were investigations for land law and are ignoring it, to
meaningful projects; and use planning Minnesotans reiterate what it says."
whereas the principal agency Against Pollution, recycling
for student participation in projects and environmental According to the Liquor
college governance shall be education study.
Marx noted that if 200
the student senate according
to the WSC Constitution students signed a petition,
(V-40) and whereas the WSC this issue could be brought to
Constitution (VIII-2) gives a general student referen- by Cleo Kryzer
the Student Senate responsi- dum. Fifty per cent of the
Who is Roy Meriwether?
bility for passing resolutions students would have to vote
affecting students but also against this action taken by He's a pianist who climbed
onto the piano stool at age
gives the total student corn- the Senate to overturn it.
three and since then has
released eight record albums
in a blend of jazz, rock, and
blues. Assisted by a terrific
baSs player and drummer,
Roy Meriwether will be
performing some of his greatwon't be as long as we tion against all people in est originals, including Tribuimmortals roam the earth. general. "We do it all the lation, Jesus Christ Superstar
Even Winona is not free from time. We treat people as Goes Jazz, and his own
though we were uncivilized." interpretation of Me and Mrs.
it. No one escapes it."
He brought up the issue that Jones and Day by Day, two of
He said education alone will there is still no protection for the numbers from his latest
not stop discriminatory prac- the aged, as the federal law
tices, as law enforcement is gets around to giving them
needed -to "keep people civil- relief, they're (the aged) dead.
ized." "Equal employment That's not civilization, it's
Opportunity is the law, and if savagery."
you don't obey it, you are
Minnesota is one of the few
discriminating." Minorities
and women are discriminated states that has gone far in
against in education more abolishing discriminatory
practices against sex and
than in any other area.
women in sports, and it
Richardson emphasized the pioneered in maternity dispoint that there is discrimina- crimination. Although Minnesota's Anti-discrimination is
strong, Richardson said there
are still many problems in
Minnesota.

The purpose of the Human
Rights Department is to see
that laws against discriminatory practices are enforced.
Richardson stated the government is the biggest discriminator in the country, and
discrimination will not be
"wiped out in one day." It

INSIDE

A "Day on Campus"...was a very successful program for high
school students visiting WSC. Pictures
and story on page 2.
Too broke to go downtown? For suggestions to keep yourself
entertained, see page 4.
Ever talked to an oreo cookie? They talk back. See the Arts
page.
Have trouble finding an outhouse? Turn to page 8 for
directions

I.

Control Act, the sale of strong
beer, wine, and liquor without
a license is a gross misdemeanor, and punishable by a
$1000 fine and/or 1 year in
jail. The sale of 3.2 beer is a
misdemeanor and punishable
by $300 and/or 90 days.
Therefore, all keggers held in
the past by students have
been illegal.
In order to have a legal
kegger and not get busted a
temporary 3.2 liquor license
must be obtained. These are
good for 1-3 days, depending
on the request. Any club,
charitable organization, or
religious non-profit group can
obtain one either from the city
council or the county commissioners depending on where

Kim Franklin

the party is held.
There must be set dates
and a set location before one is
given out. The price hasn't
been set yet and will be up to
the commissioners or council.
According to County Attorney Gernes, it may be $10-20.
It will take some time to
obtain a license, allowing 4-6
weeks for the commissioners
and 2-3 weeks for the council
to decide, but a license
shouldn't be difficult to obtain
with the proper information.
Up to date, no one has yet
to apply for this temporary
3.2 liquor license, and the city
has made no provisions for
issuing one.

Roy Meriw ether Trio to perform

On discrimination: Law
enforcement needed
Sam Richardson, commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Human Rights,
discussed the statutes on
discrimination and procedures
followed by the Department
of Human Rights during last
Wednesday's "Women in Winona" seminar.

Legality of keggars
determined

As commissioner of the
Human Rights Department,
Richardson was appointed by
Governor Anderson in 1971.
He explained the duties of
Minnesota's eighty local Human Rights Commissions.
Though they vary in power
and are "generally weak,"
they can, and do, receive
complaints and forward them
to the state commission; make
recommendations to the state
on a discrimination case; and
investigate cases.

album, "Nubian Lady."
The Roy Meriwether Trio
has -performed in a majority of
Minnesota colleges this fall,
including St. Mary's of Winona a few weeks ago. The
coordinators there said they
received excellent responses
after the concert and it was an
extremely successful show.
Many have stated they will be
coming to WSC to see the
group again.

Performing Arts Center.
SACC is sponsoring this
concert free for WSC'ers and
will charge $2 for the general
public. Doors will open at 7
pm for ID-holders and 7:30 for
non-ID-holders. The possibility of a workshop earlier on
Tuesday in the music department is being discussed; more
information on that will be
announced.

So come early, Winona
Staters, and watch for MeriThe Roy Meriwether Trio wether's blur of hands. as he
will perform on Tuesday, hammers away at the keyOctober 29, at 7:30 in the board!

A "Day on Campus": a unique experience
One hundred and fifty high school
students visited Winona State last
Thursday and Friday. They were here to
participate in the "Day on Campus"
visitation program held October 17 and 18.
It was a time for high school students to
see WSC "in action."
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Activities for each day included
conducted tours of the campus, observation of classes, and watching choir, band,
or drama rehearsals.
As you can tell from the pictures, a "Day
on Campus" must have been quite an
experience for the high school students
that visited.

Registration for high school students for a "Day on Campus" began before 10 am each day.
.1.111.. • .111. -

(all photos this page by Ron Ferino)

...and were allowed to visit classrooms and talk with
teachers.
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All visitors were taken on a conducted tour...
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78` DECK OF PLASTIC
PLAYING CARDS with
FLAIR PEN SPECIAL

OUR SPECIAL MUSIC BOOK
DISPLAY HAS A VERY LARGE
SELECTION OF EASY LISTENING
ROCK and MOVIE HITS
No. 1 BEST SELLER-RELEASE!
"THE BEGGARS ARE COMING"
By Mary Loos

SPECIAL SIGN KIT MAKE YOUR
OWN SIGN-SAY WHAT YOU THINK
ONLY $1.00
WE HAVE YOUR HALLOWEEN
NEEDS-CARDS and PARTY
BANNERS
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The Winonan is written and edited
by and for the students of Winona
State College and is published
weekly except June, July, and
August, and exam periods.
Second class postage paid at
Winona, MN 55987.
Address all correspondence to
Editor, Winonan, Winona State
College.
Offices located at 101 Phelps Hall.
Telephone 457-2158.

"So this is college?!?"

WHAT'S ON
YOUR MIND?

Phone story ideas, news,
complaints into
the Winonan
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DISTRIBUTED BY
ERV MILLER AND BOB
CARLSON THANK YOU
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(In-town or out-of-town check accounts)
L.(W also have loads of snack items, mixes, ice cold beer,
ice cubes. We stock GIRLIE & BOYIE magazines plus
others, and daily and Sunday papers.

Griesel's Grocery
410 Center Street
Your Campus Neighbor
9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 7 days a week
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Thursdays 1-5 pm
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We cash
PERSONAL CHECKS!

mi

Air Line
457-2158

Deadline for non-staff copy is 6
p.m. the preceding Thursday.
Member of the Associated
Collegiate Press and National
Educational Advertising Service,
Inc.
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Attention
Campus Lovelies
Are you about to marry your
handsome prince?
If unique is what you seek in
your choice of engagement or
wedding rings choose from
Minnesota's only original stylings.
Ronald Originals Jewelers
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date
176-page, mail order cataloc
of 5500 topics. Enclos(
S1.00 to cover postage (1-:
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
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The Sting

I have always felt that the moment when first you
wake up in the morning is the most wonderful of the

Paul Newman reteams with Robert Redford, and Robert
Shaw is added, to make the stellar trio which brings to the
screen the Bill/Phillips production of a George Roy Hill film,
"The Sting," a Universal picture which comes Oct. 18 to the
Cinema Theater. The exciting suspense-packed story of The
Big Con by David S. Ward, a Richard D. Zanuck/David Brown
presentation in Technicolor, is set in Chicago in the mid
1930's.
Newman considers his role in "The Sting," in which he plays
the main Con man, a complete original. He has played
lawbreakers and nonconformists before in such films as
"Hud," "The Hustler," "Cool Hand Luke" and "Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid." Like every memorable character in
his gallery of screen portraits, his portrayal in "The Sting" is
unique to his period, to his peers and to himself.
Redford in the picture becomes a protege of Newman's
playing the "Roper" to Newman's "Insideman." A youthful
success on the Broadway stage, Redford recreated his
Broadway starring role in the film version of "Barefoot in the
Park" opposite Jane Fonda. "Tell Them Willie Boy is Here"
followed in 1969, but it was "Butch Cassidy and The Sundance
Kid" that bolted him into stardom. He soon will return to
Universal to star with Bo Svenson for producer-director Hill
in "The Great Waldo Pepper," the story of a post-World War I
Barnstorming pilot.
In an intriguing change of image, England's sophisticated
Shaw emerges in "The Sting" as an American racketeer — a
far cry from his Sir Randolph Churchill in "Young Winston."
He has been seen, among others, in "A Man For All Seasons,"
"From Russia With Love" and "The Battle of the Bulge." He is
the author of five novels and three produced plays.
"The Sting" is the second original screenplay by 27-year-old
Ward to reach the camera under Bill/Phillips Productions.
The first was "Steelyard Blues." Bill/Phillips Productions is
made up of Tony Bill, 33, Michael Phillips, 30, and his wife,
Julia, 29.
Hill's previous credits include besides 20th-Century Fox's
"Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid," "Thoroughly Modern
Millie" and "Slaughterhouse Five" for Universal. He will be in
his own element in "The Great Waldo Pepper," his next
Universal production, since he has been a flying aficionado for
years, having been taught how to fly in World War II.

24 hours. No matter how weary or dreary you may
feel, you possess the certainty that, during the day
that lies before you, absolutely anything may happen.
And the fact that it practically always doesn't,
matters not one jot. The possibility is always there.

1--Twin Cities ranks a big second
to culture fans
The sampling consisted of
NEW YORK (AP) — A
6,000
interviews — 500 in each
:Ford Foundation survey
shows the Minneapolis-St. of the cities.
Paul area ranks second only to
One of the most significant
New York in terms of
individual exposure to movies
and the performing arts.

findings of the survey was
that the audience for the
performing arts (not including
movies) is small, even in New
York.

The study was conducted
by Eric Marder Associates
and released Wednesday as
part of a massive Ford
Foundation report on finances
in the performing arts.
!

Researchers measured audience exposure to films,
plays, Broadway musicals,
classical and pop music, opera
and ballet in 12 metropolitan
areas.
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ME AND I LOVE ALL "TIAE C.N1LIOREN

Ken, Gregg and Art.
Two weeks each year
they get away...
with Everything!

PETER FONDA • CORNELIA SHARPE

7:15-9:15 WINONA

ENDS THURSDAY

NIEWMAN
REDFORD
THE STING
7:15-9:30
ENDS THURSDAY
RICHARD HARRIS
CHUCK CONNORS

Expanding the soul
DIN] 471' FANAViSION. COLOR BY DELUXE ,

Allen Ginsberg's candid and tion on narcotics appear in a
provocative views on subjects book which also abounds in
ranging from contemporary rich and colorful anecdotes:
poets to the corruption sur- Allen Verbatim — Lectures
rounding much of the legisla- on Poetry, Politics, Consciousness, compiled and edited by
M VIA VA VV%
Gordon Ball (McGraw-Hill,
"MAAT s4 AS A TENOER
$6.95).
ONE
The book resulted from a
series of "cross-country exchanges, talks, lectures, rhapsodies" of Allen Ginsberg with
"fellow poets, students, scholars, saddhus." In most of them
he•speaks directly to the vast
constituency of the young who
see in him the embodiment of
the escape from the "prison of
conditioning."
S. LEEIE cK

FRI. & SAT.
Why would a sweet talking dude
mess with a six-time mama?

PG'

DIAHANN CARROLL

"CLAUDINE"
SUN. & TUES.

CINEMA

Opinion

Bored? How about reading a book??????
by Bonnie Sonnek
Too broke to go downtown
and looking for a cheaper way
to pass the time expanding
your mind? HOW ABOUT
READING A BOOK????? My
last sentence probably created a few(?) chuckles and now
that over half of you have
stopped reading this I'd like to
say that I'm serious. If
reading generally bores most
of you, try something besides
a textbook for a change. I'll
admit they can be pretty
boring at times (that's putting
it mildly) but every one has an
interest in something —
whether you're a member _of
the "jock society" or a
"passive bra-burner." Now
you're going to try to get out
of it by muttering to yourself
— "Does she think they're
free?" — well, they are if you
stop to think that Winona has
three college libraries, a

public library, and a couple of Science Fiction nuts who have
trading posts downtown; this no excuse for sitting without a
isn't mentioning any of your book to read. Kurt Vonnegut's
friends who would be willing collection is one of the most
to lend you a book for the widely-read in SF and just the
weekend.
thing to keep you reading.
Cat's 'Cradle, Breakfast of
You don't have to be Champions, Slaughterhouseregistered in a novel class to Five, and God Bless you, Mr.
read a work of Dickens or Rosewater are only a few of
Bronte, and you'd probably his excellent works and if
surprise yourself after picking you're a true SF fan you'll
up one and finding that you love all of them.
have to read "just one more
chapter." If you enjoy vivid
Maybe you have a good
descriptiveness and longer sense of humor and you're not
narration try reading Mel- the Love Story type of reader
ville's Moby Dick or maybe — well, have you read Joseph
Vanity Fair by Thackeray. Heller's Catch 22? I will
Give yourself a chance to get personally guarantee you that
into the novel and don't put it you will be laughing hysteridown because it's rated "G." cally through three-fourths of
Maybe you're not the type the book or you aren't human.
who enjoys deep or philoso- (The other one-fourth you will
phical novels — that's OK, be wondering why you hadn't
you're still not excluded read it sooner).
because Jacqueline Susann or
And whether you're a male
Erick Segal can entertain you
on a lighter level...:quite light, chauvenist (at Winona
too). Then there are the State??) or a female chauven-

"People are funny I I

RoseMary Hamer

From my intense boob tube
days, I seem to remember a
show called "People are
Funny." This phrase comes to
mind everyday with my
encounters, and I must agree
that people are funny. "Funny," meaning neither humorous or hilarious, but humiliating and disgusting.
When I left for school, a
dear friend of mind told me,
"...be careful who you call
your friends." This, I believe,
was the best advice he could
have given me, so in turn I
shall pass it on to you: "Be
careful who you call your
friends."
Smiling faces...There is no
doubt that it takes little
energy to smile; yet, I
question the fact that it
"brightens my day." As one
song writer put it: "...smiling
faces, smiling faces, they don't

tell the truth...and I've got
proof. Smiling faces tell lies."
Smiles are nice, but when
they're those one-second-longenough-to-pass-you-by smiles,
thanks, but don't waste your
energy, and I'll return the
favor. Smiling is not my
natural manner.
A "funny" thing happened
to me in my elementary music
class. It was the day I was to
teach a music lesson, and one
of my dear classmates reminded me (as- if I had
forgotten). I told her that I'd
left my materials at home and
it appeared that the instructor had forgotten that it was
my day to teach. Before I
finished telling her this, her
hand shot up and informed the
instructor that today was
Rose's day to teach. I could
only look at her in awe.

It never really enters our
minds as to why women drink.
Actually, we seldom associate
drinking with women at all.
Drinking is something men
do, for pleasure, for a feeling
of power, for escape. More
men than women are hospitalized for alcoholism, and
Another example: every there are more male oriented
time I go away for the drinking situations.
weekend, or we have a break,
the first question I'm faced
Yet, there are women
with when I return is not,
alcoholics,
and their problems
"Did you have a good time?",
but, "Did you stay out of have not been discussed as
much or in depth as the
trouble?"
problems of the men drinkers.
Do I look or act like a It does appear, however, that
criminal? I don't have any cut women do drink for some of
marks on my face from the same reasons men do, and
fighting, nor do I have a they experience approximatepocket knife dangling from ly the same feelings as men
alcoholics experience.
my key chain.

Program
...is that new
bench located
between Minne
and the Union.
Students were seen
sitting on the bench
enjoying some of the
beautiful weather Winona had recently.

Academic program review
— we have heard about it —
how does it affect us?
With the declining enrollments throughout the State
College System, the Minn.
Legislature and the State
College Board (SCB) are
looking for ways to cut costs
at each college. The method
that is being used is the
program review — a process
that has required all departments to justify offering
majors and indeed the program itself. Again this year
some departments are being
questioned. An Aug. 14 memo
from the SCB office asked
President DuFrense "to justify the continued offering of
majors in chemistry, German,

You're also too poor to see
the movie you always wanted
to see? That's OK, read the
book; it'll be better anyway.
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott
Fitzgerald i a short but
interesting piece of liturature,
and The Godfather by Mario
Puzo will definitely-keep your
mind off the cold beer you

can't afford.
Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift will take you
around the world and it's all
free. This book, a philosophical adventure, is not only
fascinating to read, but also
tends to hit you with "cold,
shocking reality" at times. If
you like to travel on a lighter
level, read J.R.R. Tolkien's
The Hobbit, and also the
trilogy following it; you'll love
them.
This list could go on
forever but I think I've
proved my point. Why don't
you GIVE YOURSELF A
CHANCE; whatever mood
you're in, there's a masterpiece waiting for you to pick
it up. And as E. Phillpotts
said: THE UNIVERSE IS
FULL OF MAGICAL
THINGS PATIENTLY
WAITING FOR OUR WITS
TO GROW SHARPER
B.K.S.

Why women drink

else I was called upon. My
friend, sitting tall, waiting for
me to fumble with some
excuse, turned a painful pink
in the face when I grabbed a
bag from under my desk and
displayed my homemade musical instruments. Who said
people were funny?

Life is beautiful; it's the
•
Before I could say anything people that spoil it.

ist or just a passive 'member
of either sex (I've included
everyone?) there are books all
over the place. Elaine Morgan
has written an interesting
book titled The Descent of
Woman (I happen to be a
female chauvenist!) which
Playboy remarks as a "book
certain to provoke controversy." Who knows, it may create
an interesting conversation at
the bars some night. The
American Male by Myron
Brenton comments on and
discusses the sexual identity
in today's world, and the real
reasons for the "War between
the Sexes."

warmer, softer, prettier, sexier, more expressive, feminine, and affectionate after
they have had "a few," Many
of these women, nevertheless,
feel inadequate as a woman,
though most value the traditional female role of mother
and wife. But the inability to
cope with home and family
pressures may make a woman
feel inadequate and unsure of
her capableness, and thus, she
turns to alcohol to alleviate
these feelings.

Alcoholic women do suffer
from a disturbed sex-role
identity. Often times, they
have childbearing difficulties,
such as difficulty in conceiving, repeated miscarriages,
and infertility. Reproductive
problems may be due to a
hormonal inbalance because of
alcohol, or because of the
Women who drink feel inadequate-as-a-woman psy-

chological factor, or possibly
both.
Heavy drinking may also be
initiated by a woman experiencing a "life crisis." Divorce
and separation heads a list of
crises that cause women to
drink. Other factors are the
husband's death, the husband's extramarital affairs,
and the children growing up.
Possibly then, an answer
for women drinkers depends
on how fast and how far the
male-female sex stereotypes
change. Once the pressure is
off to "be a man," and "look
and act like a woman,"
personality conflicts and sexrole identity crises will diminish. Perhaps then women
will accept themselves as they
are, and no longer need the
bottle to calm their nerves
and make them feel warmer,
prettier, and more feminine.

review threatens WSC
geography and physics at
WSC." The memo continued
"We are suggesting that there
is a need to evaluate the
possibility that students
might have access to programs of greater quality if
some consolidation were to
occur."
The implications in the statement are not entirely clear
but faculty and students at
WSC and other state colleges
are trying to scurry up facts
and figures to justify their
respective departments and
majors. Besides occupying the
time of faculty members, the
proposal is basically self-defeating. By cutting course
offerings and/or majors, the
college will appeal to even

Bill Marx

fewer students. Soon enroll- it is continually threatened.
ments will drop even further
and the college will have to
The need for reviewing and
drop even more programs and improving programs exists
eventually offer none at all. but the present process is
threatening the academic
Of course there are pro- structure of the state colleges.
grams or majors that can be It is causing faculty members
improved and strengthened. to spend large amounts of
However, the review implies time justifying their prodeletion rather than improve- grams and disillusioning good,
ment.
new faculty from coming to
the state colleges. Programs
The emphasis of the review and classes are aimed at
seems to be on quantity — attracting students and often
numbers of students — rather are questionable in academic
than on the quality of the quality. The college has beprogram and the need for that come prone to numbers and
program to broaden the everyone is afraid to look at
offerings of a college. If a the latest enrollment figures
program is not attracting the that are released more often
number of students required, than before.

What's new with you?

World population plan
is needed
The Minnesota Coalition for World Population Day announced
that World Population Day will be celebrated October 24 with a
downtown Minneapolis street demonstration, distribution of
pamphlets, buttons, bumper stickers and petitions.
"The street demonstration will include about 100 people who
will carry signs and distribute pamphlets," said Jean Stuart
Minnesota Coordinator.
Activities are scheduled to begin in downtown Minneapolis at
noon October 24 and the group will march in St. Paul toward the
capitol later that day.
An educational leaflet now being produced for junior high and
high school study will feature background material about food
and population, activities and study aids. It will be distributed
statewide to teachers requesting it. Libraries throughout the state
will display World Population Day posters and literature about
food and population.
The Population Day activities will also include the circulation of
a petition asking the President and Congress for a national
population stabilization policy. Ms. Stuart pointed out that the
petitioning will be part of a nationally coordinated project.
The goals of World Population Day are to make Americans
aware:
— of UN World Population Year and UN Food Conference
activities;
-

Enclongerad

— of the necessity for a global population plan of action and
global food reserves;
— that Americans with less than 6% of the world's population
consume over 40% of the world's resources, putting them in an
excellent position to help bring about and sustain an improved
quality of life for all.
Some other activities scheduled for the state are a request that
the Governor formally declare support for World Population Day,
television showing - of network and local shows and spot
advertisement's.
Fourteen national organizations are sponsoring activities
through the U.S. Coalition for World Population. Year. They
include Action for World Community, American Freedom from
Hunger Foundation, Center for Concern, Environmental Action
Foundation, National Organization of Non-Parents, National
Student Lobby, National Student Association, Planned
Parenthood, Students' Advisory Committee for International
Affairs, United Methodist Council on Youth Ministries, United
Settlement House and Zero Population Growth.
State organizations endorsing World Population Year include
the American Friends Service Committee, Environmental
Concerns, League of Women Voters of Minnesota, Minnesota
Education Association, Minnesota Citizens Against Throwaways,
I Minnesota Council on Family Relations, Public Education
Research Committee, Sierra Club of Minnesota, Womens'
International League for Peace and Freedom of Minnesota, and
the American Association of University Women of Minnesota.
The Coalition called funding of the activities a "major problem"
both feet and meters.
and said that $3000 will be needed to cover costs of television
Most American car manu- time, educational pamphlets and other costs. "We're beginning to
facturers, however, do not use get contributions from individuals," Ken Kadlec, Fund-raising
the metric system as of yet, Chairman, said, "But we need considerably more aid to achieve
though the Ford Pinto does OU r objectives.

t¢s: Ottrpopulus Amaricanus

America is moving metric
(ahs sentinel) To many
Americans the "English" system of inches, gallons, and
pounds seems quite simple.
However, they don't realize
how much easier measuring
could be with the use of
metric units.
Everything in the metric
system is based on the
number 10 and its multiples.
.This measuring system uses a
few base words and prefixes
to do everything.
A liter, for instance, is a
metric unit of volume which
replaces spoonfuls, ounces,
cups, pints, quarts, and gallons. It is easy to remember
that a liter is just a little more
than a quart.
A meter is a basic metric
unit of length replacing inches, feet, yards and miles.
Similarly, a meter is a little

longer than a yard.
A gram is a basic metric
unit of weight replacing
ounces and pounds. One paper
clip weighs about one gram.
The three main prefixes of
the metric system are kilo,
meaning thousand; cent,
meaning one-hundredth; and
milli, meaning one-thousandth.
Although many people have
not noticed a changeover, the
United States is already on
the road to becoming metric.
There are 35 millimeter film
and cigarettes that are 100
millimeters long. Doctors order drugs in millimeters...
Mileage signs along the nations highways now list distances not only in miles but in
kilometers. At Metropolitan
Stadium in Bloomington,
fence markings are given in

have an engine with parts
made to metric measurements.
Because it is much easier to
add, subtract, multiply, and
divide whole numbers than
fractions, fewer fractions are
used in the metric system
than in the English system.
One-half tablespoon, for instance, is about seven milliliters, and three-fourths of a
cup is about 185 milliliters.

There's room for women
in business management

Contrary to past practice,
"nurturing and helping" activities are no longer the only
fields open to college-trained
ivomen. Doors to business
management careers are opening much faster than
before.
The number of women
classified as managers and
administrators by the Census
As you can see, the United Bureau rose from 844,500 to
States is already inching 1,034,300 between 1960 and
toward a metric system of 1970, a 22% .gain.
measurements, and the big Pushed by EEOC rules,
jump into the world of there is a strong and rising
could interest of businessmen in
meters-liters-grams
attracting more qualified wocome this year.
men into their fields.

According to the U.S.
Labor Department, "especially strong demand is anticipated for college-trained accountants." 491,000 professional accountants were employed in 1970; one-fifth were
women.

Rape victims
to 'speak out'
Victims of rape will discuss
their experiences at a
"speakout against rape" Saturday, Oct. 26, in room 5
Blegen hall on the University
of Minnesota's West Bank.

The program, sponsored by
the University's womens
studies department and Womens Coalition Against Rape,
will begin at 9:30 a.m. with a
multi-media presentation on
rape, followed by a discussion
of commonly believed myths
about rape.
A panel discussion by rape
victims will begin at 10:30
a.m.
The speakout will continue
after lunch with workshops on
_ self defense, lobbying and
legislation, home and community security, procedures
for rape victims and victimology.
All events are free and open
to all interested individuals.
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As I mentioned in my first article, women's sports are here to stay. I want the best for the
girls, so I have a few words of caution that I would like to comment on.
Now that women's sports are becoming "big time" sports, beware of a sickness called
"winning at any cost." You see it in the professional sports, and it is becoming very obvious in
college coaching, professional players careers, and in the alumni backing. They depend on one
thing and that is winning. Winning in itself is not a sickness. People have to do their best to
come out on top by demonstrating their potentials and to attain their goal. The sickness comes
in when an individual's ego depends on the scoreboard, or when a coach has to go "under the
table" to get a good athlete, or when grades/transcripts have to be ,altered for an athlete's
protection.
Presently women's sports are at the innocent stage of competition. Winning is important,
but please do not lose sight of the loving and enjoying of intercollegiate athletics. Be the best
that you can be, play your hardest whether you are on a college team or playing intramural,
just enjoy the event not if you have won or lost.
Athletics can enable a person to grow by broadening their horizons; just do not allow them
to hinder. Sports are a part of one's life, not life's whole purpose. Ladies beware, sports can
become a monster where tearing at one and another's throats will easily become a way of life.
Beware of the danger signals and heed their warning; don't allow professionalism to eliminate
the pure enjoyment of athletics.

Warriors stomp
Beavers, 40-17
The Winona State Warriors defeated Bemidji State to a score of 40-17. Rich Ernst
completed 14 of 17 passes for 179 yards and made three touchdowns. Pete Balskus ran 104
yards and gained two touchdowns for the Warriors.
Quarterback Ernst completed his first ten pass attempts and rushed for sixty four yards in
sixteen carries. The Warriors utilized the spread option . very effectively.
The victory was the second in a row for the Warriors, although it was their first in the NIC
competition. Winona State is now 1-3 in the conference and 3-4 overall.

WSC women's swimming team
The women's swim team at Winona State broke the ice after a few early seasonal jitters by
defeating the St. Teresa's swimming team. Three records were broken as the Warrior women
displayed consistent strength in their swimming. A good and well earned victory.
The women have a busy week ahead as they face the University of Minnesota, and the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse in a tough triangular meet to be held Friday night at 6:00
p.m. The crowd can use some more bodies to support our swimmers, so we hope to see you
there on Friday!

,,W4410?:

The Bemidji Beavers didn't look quite as happy after last Saturday's game, when the
Warrior's beat them, 40-17.

Winter sports has begun
(Winona Daily News) Winona State's basketball, swimming, and wrestling teams have
begun official practice for the 1974-1975 seasons.
Les Wothke, the winningest basketball coach in WSC history (76-24) began his fifth season
with 20 varsity and 15 freshman candidates.
The Warriors, 18-6 last year as they captured their straight undisputed Northern
Intercollegiate Conference championship, are scheduled to open the 1974-75 season Nov. 19 —
their earliest opener ever — when they host the College of Great Falls, Mont.
Wothke lost only one starter from last year, Roscoe Young, an honorable mention
All-American. Returnees include 6-9 senior center Gus Johnson, 6-7 senior forward Mark
Nordin, 6-6 junior forward Paul Sir, 6-0 senior guard Jeff Crouse, 6-3 sophomore guard Bob
Borkowski, and 6-8 senior forward Werner Giesen.
Coach Fran McCann's wrestlers, 5-6 in duals last year, and coach John Martin's swimmers,
1-7 in duals last season, also opened practice.

WSC women's volleyball team
As coach Fiereck words it, "We've just been beaten by better teams, but right now we're
getting better too!" The A-squad, with an injury and tough competition, suffered two more
losses at the hands of Eau Claire and Dr. Martin Luther Colleges last week. The key word is
"optimism," as the Warriors are getting seasoned and experience in this competition.

McCann, 35-20-3 since he took over in 1969, lost NIC champion Craig Halvorson, but he
returns NIC champions Ernie Middleton, a 190 pound senior, and Dan Malm, a junior
In view of the last few performances, the Warrior women will have to sharpen up their
heavy-weight.
weapons, as this week they host the best in the state from the 1973 Season, St. Cloud State.
The match will be held in Memorial Hall at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday afternoon. The University of
McCann opens the season Nov. 29-30 when the Warriors travel to the Iowa State Minnesota will be playing on Friday night and show why they finished second in both
the
invitational.
regionals and state competition last year. Gustavus Adolphus will arrive on Saturday at 6:00
p.m. and Mankato will play the following Tuesday. Tough competition is what makes or
Martin's swimmers are scheduled to open December 6-7 with the Hamline Relays.
breaks a team, so give your 100% this week girls. Also fans, let's give the girls our 100% too!

News and stories

WSC probation policy Students may see
undergoes change
confidential files
by Cleo Kryzer

This year Winona State
College has a new policy on
student suspension for low
grade point averages. Previously, student g.p.a.'s were
reviewed each quarter; thus a
student could get suspended
during any quarter after
being placed 'on probation.
This year, however, student
records will be reviewed for
retention only after every
spring quarter. Students can
then be suspended only if they
were notified by letter from
Dr. Warner, vice-president
' for academic affairs, prior to
spring quarter each year that
they were being placed on
probation due to low grades.
Another new WSC policy is
as follows: Any student who
receives 6 or more credits of
NC grades per quarter is on
probation. Thus it is not
always advisable to take an
NC instead of a D in a course.
If a student gets 16 or more
credits of NC after three
quarters of an academic year,

he will be suspended.
quires a full two-year interval
The standards for probation before readmittance can be
are as. follows: Any student allowed.
with less than a 2.00 g.p.a. is
However, any student who
on probation. A student who has been suspended from
has taken up to 48 credits WSC may attend summer
with less than a 1.8 average school and redeem himself. To
after spring quarter will be do this, the suspended stususpended. A student who has dent must complete 8 credits
attempted up to 96 credits a session and receive at least a
with less than a 1.9 g.p.a. by 2.00 grade point. If this
the end of spring quarter will attempt is unsuccessful, the
be suspended also. A student student must wait out the
who has attempted over 96 time periods previously stacredits thus far in his college ted.
career (junior or above), who
Transfer students must also
has a g.p.a. below 2.00 after follow Winona State's admisspring quarter will also be sion requirements and retensuspended.
tion standards.. These stuAfter being suspended from dents can be admitted with
Winona State, there are less than a 2.00 g.p.a. but are
different rules for readmis- ' immediately placed on probasion to the college. A first- tion and thus can also be
time suspension requires the suspended after spring guarstudent to wait until the next ter if their grades have not
winter quarter to return to improved. Only a small percollege. A student suspended centage of students have been
for the second time needs to suspended in the past. Hopewait one calendar year fol- fully now that the new rules
lowing suspension, and a have been stated, fewer yet
third-time suspension re- will have to be suspended.

Gabrych Park has face lift
Gabrych park, the home of
the Winona State Warrior
baseball team, doesn't look
the same as it did last spring.
There's a lot of open space
now, because the old, wooden
grandstand has been removed. Instead of the green,
wooden bleachers, WSC fans

will be sitting on new portable
bleachers that will be purchased for the baseball season.
The bleachers were to have
been fixed for an estimated
$25,000, but since a full park
attendance is rarely seen, the

TWO THINGS ARE
BETTER ON A
WATERBED AND ONE
OF THEM IS SLEEP

city decided to replace the
grandstand with eight new
portable bleachers. It will
then have a 320 seating
capacity, in comparison to the
stand's 2,200 capacity. There
will be twenty or so portable
bleachers available should
there be any crowd-drawing
tournaments.
The old concrete dugouts
are still there, though, and
once the new bleachers are
put up, the "left-over" space
will be used for bullpens.

By an act of the last
legislature it has become
necessary for the Placement
Bureau to modify its policy in
handling confidential files.
Credentials assembled after
August 1, 1974, are to be open
for inspection by the person
for whom a recommendation
is written.
Any staff member who
wishes to modify a recommendation written for an
individual's file in the Placement Bureau after August 1

of this year should contact the
Placement Bureau. All recommendations written from
now on should be written with
the thought that this statement will be available to the
candidate for reading.

previous to August 1 and
wants to activate such file as
one open to himself or herself
may do so, but all the
recommendations will be returned to the writers for
resubmission or rewriting.

Files established prior to
August 1, 1974, are considered closed. By closed I
mean that the contents of this
file are not open to inspection
by the individual for whom it
was assembled. Any individual who established a file

Former graduates who
prefer to activate their credentials from a closed file as in
the past may do so, but such a
file will not be open for
inspection by the candidate
for whom' the file was
assembled.

It's a tough
world!

by James A Danneker

The past two summers I
worked as a moving target for
all shapes and sizes of dogs. In
other words, I was a letter
carrier; a mailman if you
please. And as everyone
knows, mailmen and dogs are
arch enemies, constantly on
the lookout for each other.
I've had more than a couple
memorable encounters with
canines, one of which I will
relate to you now.

A mailman goes through a
training period during which
he learns various methods of
preventing attacks by dogs.
One method used frequently
during the summer, when
doors are usually left open, is
called "footing." Footing is
practiced when the mailman is
on the outside of a house, a
dog is on the inside, and only a
screen door separates them. If
the mailman doesn't want the
dog to get out and isn't sure of
the quality of the door to stay

shut, he simply puts his foot
against the outside of the
door. This prevents the dog
inside from becoming the dog
outside, and prevents the
mailman from getting bit.

Well, during my training, I
was delivering parcel post
with an experienced carrier.
He showed me the ropes and
taught me all there was to
learn about delivering post.
Finally, it was my turn to
prove my worth by delivering
a package all by myself. I
drove the vehicle to the
proper address, located the
right parcel, looked at my
tutor who gave me an
encouraging thumbs up, and
proceeded to the front steps
of an older house in a
run-down part of town. I was
a bit nervous, but bravely I
rang the doorbell. My luck, it
didn't work. This didn't discourage me, and I gave a firm
and noble knock. Through the

The other is the way you feel when
you wake up relaxed , refreshed,
rested
WED.
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screen door I heard a faint
growl which changed immediately to a deep and angry
bark. When I heard heavy
claws moving quickly on
linoleum floor, I remembered
my training and the footing
method. No sooner had I
gotten my foot against the
bottom of the door than a
huge German shepherd, or
Doberman, or Great Dane, or
Shetland pony, or I don't
know what turned the corner
of the hallway leading to the
front door and flew at me,
displaying a set of cuspids
that would have torn the flesh
off me with very little effort.
He hit the door traveling at a
speed I thought unattainable
by dogs, and luckily for me
the door didn't give way —
completely. The latch holding
the door shut wasn't secure
and the door bowed out and
snapped back, sending the
dog sprawling across the
floor. I dropped my package
and pressed my full weight
against the door. The dog
came at me again, but I held
him off for what seemed like
an eternity until . a motley
looking character came to my
rescue. He pulled his dog
away, smiled at me, and
insisted his creature wouldn't
bite, claimed his parcel, and
left. I stood in a7daze for a
moment, then returned to the
vehicle on quivering legs,
panting for air and wiping
sweat from my brow I got
behind the wheel and sat for a
time before I remembered the
presence of my instructor. I
ooked at him, but before I
had a chance to say anything,
he grinned at me and said,
`Big, wasn't he?"

Pre-register for ED Block

[Hearings to be held
Hearings will be held this quarter for students billed on
damages from last spring's dorm check-out. According to Jean
Woodsend, Director of Housing, the purpose of the hearings is
to sort out invalid claims from the valid ones.

Winter quarter pre-registration for Educational Bloch II —
Ed. 200, Ed. 201, Ed. 202, Ed. 306 and for the elective
Educational Aide course, Ed. 150, will be going on in all Ed.
190 classes from October 28 - November 1. Those students
who wish to pre-register who are not in Ed. 190 classes this
quarter should pick up a packet in the Education Office,
Gildemeister Hall. This packet contains instructions and
necessary forms to be completed and must be returned to the
Education Office by Friday, November 1. This is the deadline
for pre-registration in Block II and Ed. 150.
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These damages may run from walls that need painting to
broken windows, and misunderstandings have occurred with
the check-out forms and maintenance people.
Representatives from each residence hall will be present at
the hearings.

[Seminar to be held

Pre-registration for Block II and Ed. 150 students will make
it possible to pre-plan for the number of sections needed and
The Bible study group, Vanguard, held its first meeting on to equalize the morning and afternoon sections. Pre-registraTuesday, October 15. It was an organizational meeting where tion for Ed. 202 and Ed. 150 students (Educational Aides) also
guarantees early placement in the public schools for the
the future plans and goals of the group were discussed.
Bruce Logue, mediator, invited all students interested to winter quarter.
attend a seminar to be held at the Church of -Christ on Kramer
Drive on October 27-29. Guest speaker will be Stanley Shipp,
a minister from St. Louis, Missouri who is involved with SMEA to meet
college and high school age students. The seminar will be held
The Student Minnesota Education Association (SMEA) will
at 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Sunday, and at 7:30 p.m. on
meet
today, October 23, in dining rooms C and D of the
Monday and Tuesday.
Student
Union, at 6:30 p.m. The guest speaker Mr. Adank,
Vanguard- meetings are held every Tuesday night at 7:00
p.m. in Conference Rooms 1 & 2 in the Student Union. Anyone principal of the Goodview School, will be speaking on
interested in finding out further information, call Bruce Logue "Individualizing and. Humanizing Instruction." Everyone is
welcome to attend
at 454-1025.

Powder Puff football for Winona State girls is now being
sponsored by the Inter-residence Hall Council. and Student
Affairs. Sign-up sheets for teams were in the dorms last week
and play will begin about the 23rd of October. The number of
games will depend on the response of the girls.

What's an OUTHOUSE?

Need Money?

Satori needs you!
The first organizational staff meeting for the Satori will be
held Monday, November 4, at 4:00 in Minne 338B. The Satori
needs persons interested in art work, photography, printing
and literature. It will be a general meeting to outline and
explain the goals and purpose of the Satori to anyone
interested or merely curious.
The Satori is published spring quarter, but the staff urges
and welcomes any submissions of poetry, fiction, photography
or art work by present or former students and members of the
faculty and administration...NOW. It's a great opportunity for
you to share your ideas and creativity with others. Work may
be submitted to the editor Bonnie Sonnek or Orval Lund, the
advisor.

Students interested in applying for financial assistance for
Winter, Spring, and First Summer Session 1975 should pick
up application materials in the Student Financial Aid Office,
Room 208 Somsen Hall.
Students who have not attended a college, university,
post-high school vocational or technical school before April 1,
1973, are encouraged to apply for the New Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Program. Grants range from $100 to $1000
and are based on the financial need of the student.
Some of you by now will have seen flyers around campus
advertising for performers for OUTHOUSE, and you're
probably wondering, what is an OUTHOUSE?

Students who wish to apply for financial assistance for the
1975-76 school year can pick up forms at The Financial Aid
Office starting December 2, 1974.

Tutor available

And OUTHOUSE is a coffeehouse sponsored by UP & CO.,
presented once a month. Recently it has featured local talent
backed up with guitar, piano, and harmonica. The setting of an
OUTHOUSE is candlelight and checkered table cloths in the
Smog. Students are invited to come in and stay as long as they
wish, and the snack bar remains open until 9:30.

Student is Caught in the Act

Stephen Nagel is again available to students needing extra
help in English. Anyone wishing to contact him should leave a
note in the English office in Minne', third floor, and he will
contact them. Students are encouraged to take advantage of
this.
Business discussion of the English Department meeting on
October 8, included the departmental policy regarding
Independent Studies and Arranged courses, and comments on
the defense of the M.S. degree in English.

A Winona State student
was caught in the act of
passing out towels in the
men's - locker room late last
week. According to a reliable
source, the student was found
"on duty" in the towel service
as it is genrally kept locked
with no one on duty.

An OUTHOUSE usually lasts two hours. The entertainment is free (actually paid for by your quarterly activity fee).
Audience participation is often requested so come prepared
for action!
Look for articles in the WINONAN and posters around
campus and in the Union for advertisements on the next
OUTHOUSE.

The student has assured
authorities that this mishap
will not occur again.

English Department meetings are open to everyone and are
held the first Tuesday of every month at 3:00 in Minne 336.
Attend a meeting and find out what's going on in the English
Department.

r

If you are interested in performing, contact Joyce Lang at
immimalommilmeasom N. milm......§...m....1. 1454-1705, or leave a note in UP & CO.'s office in the Union.

If you have ever had an ESP experience
or
If you believe in mind over matter
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Of you believe in expanding your knowledge,
I
then
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I You should seriously consider an exciting
new mind
development
t course
l
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MIND UNLIMITED

Includes: psycho cybernetics, transactional analysis, dream
I recall, test improvement, programmed learning, brain
I wave study, physical and mental relaxation, sleep and
awakening control, problem solving and mental and
physical habit control.

COMMIT
YOURSELF TO1HE
1
1 PRIESTHOOD?
I

I

Enroll now for Basic Seminar to be held at 278 Orrin on
October 26-27 Tuition is '40.00 Call Dr. Wilkinson or
I come at 9:00AM on the 26th LIMIT 10

I

I
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DATA TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE
2 Sylvan St. Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201)933-6222

25 years ago the worst they could say was
"Nice girls don't smoke" or "It'll stunt your growth."
Now we know:
Women who smoke are dying of lung cancer and other
smoking-related diseases at twice the rate of women who don't.
These days there's no such thing as a dumb reason for not smoking.

Termpaper & Thesis Research
Lowest Rates From $2.50 Pg.

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6 Sat. 10:00-4
Campus Jobs Available

Why be a priest? Certainly7in times as difficult as these
we live in, being a priest is a lot harder today than it was in
years past.
And committing oneself to anything for any amount of
time seems to be one of the conflicts of our modern age. But
the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.
Today, more than ever before in history, men and women.
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for
withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism.
The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a
contemporary religious community serving the American
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ ,
to people.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish
house ... on campus or in the inner•city . with the spoken
or the printed word . . he is communicating to people. His
mission is to all of America. His message is love; the love of
Christ for all people.
It isn't easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment.
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist
way of life, send for the Paulist Papers.

Write to: Father Don C. Campbell, Room 101

PAULIST
FATHERS

415 WEST 59TH ST .NEW YORK,N.Y.10019

